I grin as the lecturer struggles feebly to the pot which some poor soul fore, to guide the practically unborn teachers. They can lay out cornerstones and summon the self-appointed sophils. The only trouble was that he spread practice of "bugger factoring." Our friend knew that every time he dialed he got the wrong number we weren't there. Her absence would add to the moment. As we say, he feel safe. He contains a ballroom, as is planned; still being made throughout the Institute. The center comments primarily on what the program shows. At last one of the Institute's lec- turers has broken down and told us why. Frederick J. Kolb, President of the Junior Class and Chairman of the Junior Prom Committee, also consid- ers the construction of a separate gymnasi- um building more important than the addition to Walker Memorial, so such a building would free Walker Memorial for family considerably in itself. However, Kolb says, both the gym and the addition are very much needed.

When queried upon the dancing facili- ties of Walker, he said that they were very good, but that Walker has not the advantages or the conveniences of some of the town hotels. How- ever, the projected addition to Walker en- tails a telephone, as it is planned; it should prove fully able to cope with the terpsichorean needs for a few years.

Criticism and comment upon the main points of the expansion program program prop currently being made throughout the Institute, the center comments primarily on just what the program shows. According to Dean Danner, the amphitheaters have promised not to stalk the rooms of those freshmen attending the new dinner, Thursday, October 27. Their ef- forts will be devoted solely to the first-year men who fail to put in an appearance. A freshman may feel safe that on one night at least, provided they attend the dinner.

Speakers at the dinner will be Dean Yeany Bev. vice presi- dent of the Institute, Treasurer Horace S. Ford.

The Tech

Bulb Test

Next to the library of his house and make intimate measurements to see how their illumination actually stacked up against that of incandes- cent lamps. Plate panes candles of the five cent variety burned at the rate of one and one half kilowatts per hour, or cost 84.10 cents per hour to burn. That was exclusive of Ex- ceptional trips to the shops to buy these high illuminated... These results are based on... to light them; the dinner charge will be fifty cents on the fire risk.

Some one has said, "Give a Tech man the necessity for using the penny. He will... doing the critical work to elimin- ate the necessity for using the penny. He will... doing the critical work to elimin- ate the necessity for using the penny. He will... doing the critical work to elimin- ate the necessity for using the penny. He will... doing the critical work to elimin- ate the necessity for using the penny. He will... doing the critical work to elimin- ate the necessity for using the penny. He will... doing the critical work to elimin-